BROUGHT TO YOU FROM THE MANUFACTURES OF SPEED ROLLER

SPEED SPRAYER™
AIRBOOM TURF SPRAYER SYSTEM

- Pressurized air boom delivery system for maximum efficiency
- Positive Ion charge adheres solution to negative ground cover
- Spray in windy conditions with reduced drift
- New GPS System
- Shuts off individual nozzles to prevent overspraying

Advanced Technology For Maximum Efficiency

www.speedroller.com
COST SAVINGS

- Lower average gallons per acre of spray material
- Less water per acre/Reduced refills
- Reduction in fuel per acre
- More concentrated spray

How It Works

- Spray particle is positively charged using a copper ionization system
- Spray material travels through separate tubing, injected into nozzle tips, and sheared to 90 microns
- Air is the carrier allowing for a more concentrated solution and better penetration
- Air pressure and ionized droplets allow for better penetration and uniform coverage

Golf Turf Model

Skid Mount Unit can be adapted for ALL Utility Vehicles

Check out Speed Sprayer along with Speed Roller -#1 Rated Greens Roller at: www.speedroller.com
Manufactured by Diversified Manufacturing Inc • 410 Ohio Street, Lockport, New York 14094
1-800-777-2936